Effect of chronic bilateral subthalamic nucleus (STN) stimulation on postural control in Parkinson's disease.
Postural instability is one of the most incapacitating factors in Parkinson's disease (PD). The underlying deficits and the effects of treatment are still not well understood. The aims of the present study were: (i) to identify abnormalities of postural control in PD patients during unperturbed stance and externally perturbed stance (anterior-posterior tilts of the support surface and of the visual scene); (ii) to assess the effects of L-dopa medication and subthalamic nucleus (STN) stimulation on posture control; and (iii) to characterize potential differential or additive effects of both treatments. Eight PD patients under chronic STN stimulation were investigated and compared with 10 normal controls. The assessment was performed in a crossover design (+/- STN stimulation, +/- L-dopa). During unperturbed stance, we recorded measures of spontaneous sway in terms of displacement, velocity and frequency of the centre of pressure (COP), lower body (LB) and upper body (UB) excursions. In addition, inter-segmental UB-LB coupling was investigated as a measure of axial stiffness. All these measures were abnormally large in patients OFF treatment. Under L-dopa treatment, the velocity, frequency and coupling measures were reduced, whereas sway amplitude increased. Very similar effects were obtained under STN stimulation, and these effects became more pronounced in the combined treatment condition. In these data, reduction of inter-segmental coupling correlated with increase in sway amplitude. The finding suggests that axial stiffness reduction under treatment revealed a treatment- resistant deficit in the sensorimotor postural control loop. However, these two effects did not correlate with the motor subscores of the unified Parkinson's disease rating scale (UPDRS), which indicates that they are of minor functional relevance for posture control. A frequency peak in the COP excursions at 0.7-1.1 Hz, which we take to indicate a resonance behaviour of the postural control loop, became reduced under therapy. The reduction of this peak did correlate with most improvements in the UPDRS under therapy. Support surface tilt revealed that an UB righting on the LB segment, which is present in normal controls, is missing in the patients. The postural responses to visual tilt were abnormally large in patients, independent of whether the support was stable or slightly moving, while the control subjects clearly profited from a stable support. This finding suggests that PD patients lack the ability of normal subjects to use sensory or cognitive information when suppressing the destabilizing effect of visual tilt. These abnormal tilt reactions of the patients were resistant to treatment with L-dopa, STN stimulation and a combination of the two. Overall, the effects of STN stimulation on posture control essentially paralleled those of L-dopa during both unperturbed and externally perturbed stance.